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3 the impact of - mr thompson - many slaves resisted slavery by running away or rebelling. to prevent
rebellion, the spanish government passed slave codes, laws to regulate the treatment of slaves. 3
nationalism and sectionalism - mr thompson - 338 chapter 11 3 nationalism and sectionalism terms &
names nationalism henry clay american system erie canal james monroe sectionalism missouri compromise
monroe doctrine one american’s story the - sierra leone - the revolt he trip to puerto principe usually took
three days, but the winds were adverse. three days out at sea, on june 30, sengbe used a loose spike he had
removed from the chapter the enlightenment 16 and the age of reason - p notes: atlantic ocean e r
philadelphia boston british north american colonies 16chapter the enlightenment and the age of reason before
you read: predicting scan the title of the chapter and the lesson titles.
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